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DRAFT

The Scenic Rim region is a thriving rural paradise set in 
the foothills of the Great Dividing Range and surrounded 
by World Heritage-listed national parks. Home to a 
population of more than 40,000 the region covers 
4254sq km and is one of the fastest growing Local 
Government Areas (LGAs) in Southeast Queensland.  
Sport and recreation are important to Scenic Rim 
Regional Council (Council) and to the communities that 
make up the Scenic Rim.

In 2017, Council secured Sport and Recreation Planning 
funding from the State Government to master plan the 
Spring Creek Precinct. The Precinct includes Jubilee Park, 
Lions Park and adjoining land to the south (approximately 
18 Hectares). The aim of the Master Plan is to identify 
strategies and priorities for the development of a well-
designed and integrated recreational space that meets 
the needs of the Scenic Rim community for the next 10 
- 20 years.  

A well-designed master plan will deliver social, economic 
and environmental benefits for our community. This 
Master Plan serves as a blueprint for the future 
development of Spring Creek and provides a vision for 
a long term action plan to create a recreational precinct 
that meets the needs of our local community into the 
future. The plan also gives our community the relevant 
credentials to secure future funding opportunities.

Well-designed, attractive and accessible recreational 
precincts that provide a diverse range of activities will 
encourage healthy lifestyles and maximise opportunities 
for engagement in physical activity. However, as our 
society changes, new challenges are arising and our 
public places and spaces need to accommodate our 
diverse communities and changing lifestyles.

Parks not only contribute to the appeal of a town, they 
are important places for gathering, meeting and being 
physically active.

Parks can encourage visitors to stop and explore, and are 
social hubs that promote physical, emotional and social 
opportunities for either active or passive enjoyment. 

Regional destination play spaces serve as a wider 
catchment than local play spaces because they integrate 
more strategic planning for sport and recreation that 
incorporate the needs of relevant stakeholders and the 
broader community.

This master planning project draws on local context, 
taking into consideration the history of the site, local 
needs of the community plus future population growth, 
particularly for the township of Beaudesert.

This Master Plan has been developed to reflect local 
needs and has also incorporated best practice design 
elements from other master planning projects.

Following the initial research phase and site analysis, 
Council conducted community consultation including 
targeted conversations with key stakeholders, park 
users and community groups plus online and hard copy 
surveys.

The community were given the opportunity to provide 
general comments in addition to ranking the various 
features they would like to see included in the Master 
Plan.  

The community responses, as expected, were wide and 
varied, however there was strong support for walking 
and cycling paths, and for natural areas to be developed 
and/or maintained.

Other desired features included a dog off-leash area, 
water play features and recognition of the cultural and 
local history of the site.

This plan focuses on active recreation rather than 
structured sports, which reflects the initial community 
feedback. The proposed Sports Infrastructure Review, 
which will be undertaken by Council in the near future, 
will address sporting needs across the entire Scenic Rim 
region.

The following page is a view of the subject site as it 
currently exists, followed by the proposed master plan 
and the proposed main features.

BAckgRounD AnD InTRoDucTIon
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Aerial Photo of Existing 
Spring Creek Precinct



The following pages outline the proposed 
future development of the Spring Creek 
Precinct.

It should be noted that:
 » the Master Plan is a visionary document, 

intended to guide future development 
and does not provide detailed design of 
features such as path lighting, rubbish 
bins and water bubblers

 » all features will be designed to cater for 
people of all abilities

 » the exact design and location of 
indigenous cultural and local historical 
elements throughout the site will be 
determined in close consultation with the 
relevant community representatives

 » pedestrian access between the Jubilee 
and Lion’s Park areas will need to be 
improved including further investigations 
regarding the safety issues associated 
with the location and function of McKee 
Street between the two areas.

PRoPoseD MAsTeR PlAn
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To enable more detailed review of the Precinct’s draft master plan, the site has been divided into 
three sections as illustrated below.
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1. Jubilee Park area

2. Lion’s Park area

3. southern recreation area
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LEGEND
1. Existing library
2. Existing regional playground
3. Existing 50m swimming pool
4. Existing museum
5. Existing car park
6. Existing open space and community area 

including outdoor stage
7. Restoration of Spring Creek with walking 

tracks
8. Renovated swim club building with covered 

program pool adjacent and multi-purpose 
spaces

9. Proposed water-play area
10. Proposed skate plaza/youth space
11. Existing playground
12. Existing half basketball court
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Proposed restoration of the creek line

Spring Creek restoration and access

An objective of the master plan is for Spring Creek to be restored and naturalised with native vegetation to help 
stabilise soil and protect embankments, while promoting a healthy, natural habitat for local fauna. Restoration 
of the creek line will aim to reduce erosion, improve the health and stability of the creek system, decrease levels 
of pollutants flowing downstream, enhance native vegetation cover and quality, and improve the aesthetics and 
ecological value of the Spring Creek catchment. As part of the detailed design phase, extensive flood modelling will 
need to be done to ensure that existing flood issues are addressed and there are no additional flood risks to the 
surrounding area or community. 

An educational walk is proposed along the creek edge/banks (using a sensitively integrated trail/boardwalk 
solution) to allow the community to experience the beauty of the corridor and showcase its educational and 
biodiversity values expressed via interpretive signage.
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Proposed Youth Hub

The Spring Creek Youth Space

With the recognition of skateboarding and BMX riding in the 2020 Summer Olympics, youth spaces around the 
country have grown in size and popularity and are now playing much more of a significant role in providing places 
for the youth and young families to participate in outdoor active recreation. The youth space should include skate 
spaces, lighting for extended hours of usage, shaded viewing areas and family picnic areas.
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Lions Park area
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1. Existing through road with car parking
2. Existing amenities buildings
3. Existing pedestrian path and bridge to be 

upgraded
4. Existing play area to be removed
5. Proposed naturally shaded open space 
6. Proposed pedestrian crossing - either under-

bridge link or on-grade street crossing
7. Proposed gathering node/cycle station
8. Proposed short loop shared-use track - 

beginners
9. Proposed long loop shared-use track - 

advanced
10. Proposed car parking area
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The gathering node/cycle station
The centrally located gathering node adjacent to the proposed track will enable visitors to Spring Creek and cyclists 
to interact socially and utilise a shady, shared space that offers supportive services such as water stations, bike 
repair station, rest area with seating and bins, and storage facilities (such as bike racks and lockers). This space 
is also an opportunity for Council to promote active, healthy lifestyle choices and promote cycling initiatives and 
facilities provided across the region.

Proposed shared-use track

The Spring Creek Walking/
Cycling Track
The proposed shared-use, all-
abilities track will provide the 
community with a shared place for 
bike riding/walking. The master 
plan proposes an undulating paved 
circuit meandering through an open 
bushland setting that is several 
kilometres around.

It should be noted that different 
activities will have different peak 
usage times. For example, serious 
cyclists undertaking ‘training’ 
activities is more likely to occur 
early in the mornings, as opposed 
to general community use occurring 
through the day and on weekends.
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Southern area LEGEND

1. Proposed vehicle and pedestrian entry from 
Brisbane Street

2. Informal ‘kick-about’ space
3. Proposed dog off-leash area (DOLA)
4. Proposed nature-based playground and 

sensory garden and bicycle education 
track with community gathering node with 
shelters, seating and barbecue facilities

5. Proposed public amenities building
6. Proposed car parking area 
7. Proposed shared pathway & long loop 

shared-use track

Southern recreation area
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Proposed dog off-leash park

Dog Off-Leash Area - (DOLA)

The proposed dog off-leash exercise area provides the perfect place for members of the community to bring their 
dog/s outside to a dog-friendly space to share in exploring and enjoying the outdoors together. 

A fenced off-leash exercise area formally designated within the park keeps the dogs safe and separated from 
nearby play spaces and away from natural areas with sensitive ecosystems. The space should be clearly sign-
posted as an off-leash area and provide supportive infrastructure such as dog litter bag dispensers, water stations 
(for dogs and people), seating, shade, bins, and could include an agility course and equipment.
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The Nature Play and Sensory Gardens 
One of the critical opportunities of the master plan is the opportunity to enhance visitor numbers to the area by 
creating playful educational and interactive experiences that celebrate local cultural and environmental attributes 
of the area. With the expansive space of the master plan area, there is potential to provide a range of play 
experiences that cater to a range of ages, physical capabilities, and promote a sense of adventure. The proposed 
adventure play nodes will integrate with the terrain, existing trees and the creek, and seek to provide unique play 
experiences that gradually challenge children as they grow up in this community. Several adventure play nodes will 
cater to ages 2-5 and 5-12+.

Sensory gardens are special landscapes that are specifically designed for people of all abilities with the purpose 
of stimulating all the senses courtesy of the use of plants and materials that engage sight, smell, touch, taste 
and sound. These gardens are highly engaging spaces that allow individuals (particularly children) to explore their 
senses and learn about the environment around them. Taking cues from the surrounding natural environment, 
Spring Creek sensory gardens will use a range of colourful, flowering, fragrant and edible plantings for visual 
interest, smell and taste, whilst using both man-made (such as wind chimes) and natural elements (wind rustling 
leaves) to promote sound. Overarching all of the design is the integration of opportunities to promote touch through 
soft plantings, grass to lie on, rough bark on trees, etc.
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Bicycle Education Track 
Adjacent to the nature play node and sensory gardens, it is proposed to include a bicycle education track for 
children aged up to 10 years of age.

This facility complements the proposed walking/cycling tracks throughout the site and provides another distinct 
recreation opportunity.
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Facility design
The preceding Master Plan shows the overall layout of the proposed design. The table below depicts the proposed 
developments and the rationale behind them.

Element Description Rationale

Jubilee Park area
Renovated pool 
buildings

 » Renovate existing buildings:
 − improved aesthetics of swim club building
 − renovations of other buildings to provide increased 

functionality in regards storage, canteen services 
and general flow within venue

 » To align the venue 
with other site 
improvements

 » To improve venue 
functionality

Water play feature  » Zero-depth features including components such as 
cannons, fountains, sprays and wet sand play

 » Ability to stage the development, subject to funding
 » Located along road frontage of site

 » Design alleviates need 
for lifeguard supervision

 » Growing community 
expectations for such 
features

 » Relatively low 
cost compared to 
community benefit

 » Location ensures 
feature a major 
attractant to the venue

Small program pool  » 10m x 15m heated, covered pool dedicated to learn-to-
swim and exercise programs

 » To provide LTS and 
other opportunities

 » To provide a wider 
range of activities

Relocated skate 
plaza/youth space

 » Construct skate plaza in location with improved 
visibility

 » Detailed design of final feature to be undertaken 
through comprehensive consultation with local youth

 » Proposed location 
attracts users to the 
site and provides 
increased casual 
surveillance

 » Provides an adventure 
element to the 
opportunities within the 
site

 » Caters for an older user 
group than other site 
features

 » While integrated within 
site to complement 
other features, location 
provides desired level 
of separation from 
other user groups

Naturalised creek  » Replace existing concrete drain with a more aesthetic 
naturalised creek line that retains its current storm 
water purpose

 » To create a more 
natural feature, 
consistent with the site

Car parking  » Increase capacity of existing car park area  » To cater for increased 
number of users
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Element Description Rationale

Lions Park area
Major shared use 
pathway

 » Construct 3-3.5m shared pathway with internal loops  » To provide off-road 
cycling, walking 
and other general 
opportunities

 » To improve linkages 
across the site

Under-bridge or 
shaded pedestrian 
zone

 » Subject to further engineering investigations and safety 
issues concerning the location and function of McKee 
Street, create appropriate pedestrian access between 
areas of the site

 » To provide safe 
pedestrian access 
between activity nodes

 » To increase the 
integration of the site’s 
activity nodes

Gather node  » Develop a family-friendly gathering node that includes 
features such as large gazebo, seating, barbecues, 
water bubblers and connecting pathways

 » To ensure most 
effective use of car 
parking space

Future car parking  » If demand is demonstrated, construct proposed car 
parking area

 » To cater for increased 
number of users

Southern recreation area
Informal ‘kick-
about’ space

 » Develop informal ‘kick-about’ space
 » Flexible space to allow various modified field 

configurations if demand is demonstrated

 » To provide informal, 
no-cost sporting 
opportunities to the 
community

 » To cater for the various 
sporting needs of 
different cultural groups 
within the community

 » To provide over-flow 
training opportunities 
for local sporting clubs

Dog off-leash area  » Develop fenced dog off-leash area with appropriate 
features for both dogs and owners

 » To meet growing 
expectations for such 
facilities

Major shared use 
pathway

 » Construct 3-3.5m shared pathway with internal loops  » To provide off-road 
cycling, walking 
and other general 
opportunities

 » To improve all-ability 
linkages across the site
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Element Description Rationale

Southern recreation area (continued)
Nature play and 
sensory garden 
node

 » Develop nature-based play area, sensory garden and 
bicycle education track

 » To provide further play 
opportunities across 
site

 » Wider variety of 
activities offered within 
site

Car parking  » Construct proposed car parking area with 
approximately 20-30 spaces

 » To service dog off-
leash, shared path and 
kick-about space users

Public toilets  » Construct proposed public toilet  » To service dog off-
leash, shared path and 
kick-about space users

Common areas
Pathways  » Development of an all-abilities path network 

throughout site between all major activity nodes
 » To integrate all activity 

nodes of site for people 
of all abilities

 » To provide additional 
off-road cycling and 
walking opportunities

Cultural nodes 
throughout site

 » Develop various elements throughout site such as 
indigenous cultural and sensory elements

 » To recognise local 
indigenous culture and 
history

 » To provide additional 
sensory features 
throughout site, 
adding to the variety of 
experiences available


